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The author, Ayokunle Falomo, has with this collection of poems woven a tapestry using the threads - of red,
of blue, and white, and green, and black that make up this tapestry - of our interconnected stories. As much
as we are tempted to remove some, they all belong here. There are poems in this collection that prompt us to
take specific and urgent actions, especially in regards to how we respond to the threads of different colors
from ours; and there are poems that call us to celebration. You are invited to join in to behold the beauty of
the tapestry, and if you dare, contribute a thread.

                                                                           PRAISE FOR:

"In 'thread, this wordweaver must!', Ayokunle Falomo has done in poetry what Stephen King achieved in
'The Stand' and Soyinka in 'The Interpreters.' He successfully takes the reader on a path through a forest of
words with a lot of beautiful distractions -- but a clear destination..." - Kukogho Iruesiri Samson; Founder
of Words Rhymes & Rhythm, Author of What Can Words Do?

"...Here we find an uncommon voice—undaunted but vulnerable, generous but in need as well. Falomo utters
the vigor of our frailty." - Peter B. Hyland; Poet, Author of Out Loud
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From reader reviews:

Lawrence Richardson:

As people who live in often the modest era should be upgrade about what going on or details even
knowledge to make these people keep up with the era and that is always change and make progress. Some of
you maybe will update themselves by reading books. It is a good choice to suit your needs but the problems
coming to you is you don't know which one you should start with. This thread, this wordweaver must! is our
recommendation to cause you to keep up with the world. Why, as this book serves what you want and wish
in this era.

Anna Rangel:

It is possible to spend your free time to read this book this e-book. This thread, this wordweaver must! is
simple bringing you can read it in the playground, in the beach, train along with soon. If you did not include
much space to bring the actual printed book, you can buy the particular e-book. It is make you much easier to
read it. You can save the particular book in your smart phone. And so there are a lot of benefits that you will
get when one buys this book.

Jane Mansour:

This thread, this wordweaver must! is fresh way for you who has interest to look for some information given
it relief your hunger details. Getting deeper you in it getting knowledge more you know or you who still
having bit of digest in reading this thread, this wordweaver must! can be the light food for yourself because
the information inside this kind of book is easy to get through anyone. These books create itself in the form
that is reachable by anyone, sure I mean in the e-book form. People who think that in reserve form make
them feel drowsy even dizzy this publication is the answer. So there is absolutely no in reading a guide
especially this one. You can find what you are looking for. It should be here for anyone. So , don't miss the
idea! Just read this e-book sort for your better life in addition to knowledge.

Keith Vanwagoner:

Some individuals said that they feel fed up when they reading a guide. They are directly felt this when they
get a half elements of the book. You can choose typically the book thread, this wordweaver must! to make
your reading is interesting. Your own personal skill of reading ability is developing when you similar to
reading. Try to choose straightforward book to make you enjoy to read it and mingle the feeling about book
and looking at especially. It is to be initial opinion for you to like to open up a book and go through it. Beside
that the reserve thread, this wordweaver must! can to be your brand new friend when you're really feel alone
and confuse with what must you're doing of these time.
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